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1) This is my #Qanon thread for April 12, 2020

Q posts can be found here:

qanon.pub 

Android apps:

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.

We are the news now!

https://qmap.pub/

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The

mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in

chronological order * Tweets: read of a…

https://bit.ly/Q-Map
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My Theme: Bigger Than You Can Possible Imagine

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …

Q Alerts notifies you quickly when Q Anon makes new drops. It also allows you to

search, browse, share and research QAnon posts & much much more. Q Alerts is

the first & original Q Android app as w…

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

2) The media use psychological warfare to gain the trust of followers.

They refer to themselves as "mainstream."

The word "mainstream" has a connotation of being widely accepted.

Their information is considered reliable by many people despite the falsehoods they publish.
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3) By contrast, the media universally refer to Qanon and his followers as "fringe" movement.

The word "fringe" carries the connotation of being unpopular and wacky. 

Information from fringe sources is considered to lack credibility.

4) The media label Q as "fringe" because Q reports on current and historical events in a way
that opposes the reporting of the media. 

If the media want to maintain their following and continue controlling the narrative, they must
attempt to discredit Q.

5) To prove that Q's following isn't merely a few thousand baby-boomers in America's
Heartland (as the media claim), #Qanon occasionally posts messages of support from around
the world.
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6) Last night, Q posted links to photos and videos from supporters around the globe. 

These are the links. I'll post the photos and videos below.

7) From @ColinSkow
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8) From @DontBeFooledWWG
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9) From @Education4Libs 
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10) From @HFDeltaDave

https://twitter.com/HFDeltaDave
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11) From @rochelle_coombs

Rocky175
@rochelle_coombs

Los Angeles, CA USA 
#TrumpNationalGolfClubLosAngeles#WWG1WGA_WORLDWID
E #QAnon
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6,990 people are talking about this
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12) From @QJohnAugustus

CharlieJohn
@Charlie99987483

Patriots from Canada at the ready!#WWG1WGA 
#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #GREATAWAKENING #QANON
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13) From @Wilm30451797
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14) From @SLYUnser
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15) From @TravisR03869899
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16) From me.
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17) From @Mc_Assy_ 
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18) From @refrgmstr

JT
@refrgmstr

#QAnon #WWG1WGA #COVID19 #spygate
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19) From @Hev123truthsee1
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20) From @Tdabz
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21) @QTheWakeUp has many more photos & videos on their page.

https://twitter.com/QTheWakeUp?lang=en

22) The media downplay the significance of Q's mission but his reach is bigger than you can
imagine.

23) Q posted a link to a remarkable documentary that tells how a former Hollywood stunt
man discovered the realities of hidden corruption.

24) I watched the film "Out Of Shadows" Last night.

It's a brilliantly told story with high-end production values.

The film would be a great red-pill for friends and relatives who are under the delusion of the
mainstream narrative.
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• • •

https://www.youtube.com/embed/MY8Nfzcn1qQ

25) If you'd like to follow the accounts of the film's creators 👇

@OutOfShadows1

@Crux41507251

26) [F]oreign black ops sites used for human trafficking have been closed.

There is no proof that MK-Ultra programs have ceased, and there is abundant evidence of
their continued use.

Details of those operations are classified but (some) will be revealed at a future time.
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